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A B S T R A C T

Warhead's full-scale fragment field has great significance to military production and storage safety. In this paper,
an improved Continuum-Discontinuum Element Method (CDEM) will be used for the first time to solve the
problems of large deformation and cross-scale calculations for warheads, describing the complete process from
casing breakage to fragment scattering and landing. A fragment equivalent layer-detonation product escape
algorithm is further introduced to increase calculation efficiency, and the fragmentation field is post-processed
using a penetrable virtual target board algorithm. This method simulates warhead fragmentation in the full
space-time domain, laying a foundation for subsequent study of questions like warhead fragmentation safety
distance and fuze delay arming time. Comparison with warhead static explosion and ballistic gun testing data
verify the effectiveness of this method.

1. Introduction

Research on warhead fragmentation in full-scale has direct sig-
nificance for warhead effectiveness and corresponding production and
storage safety. Due to the large number and high density of warhead
fragments, however, as well as the high number of interfering factors
like flames, dust, impact, vibrations, and ineffective debris, it is ex-
tremely difficult to test and measure all fragment state parameters by
experiment [1].

Simulation research can roughly divide the research area into short-
and long-range fragmentation fields based on distance to the explosion
center.

The short-range fragmentation field is usually that within the in-
tensive kill radius. After the warhead is detonated, the fragments are
accelerated by the detonation products within this area to their max-
imum speed [2]. Initial fragment velocity is high, flight time is short,
and the effects of gravity and resistance are not significant.

This portion of the research is usually on the basis of destruction,
often using the finite element method to describe the interaction be-
tween the explosive detonation products and the casing. For example,
Marinko et al. [3]., applied the AUTODYN program to numerically si-
mulate the detonation-driven process of a prefabricated fragmentation
warhead. Gold et al. [4,5]. used a static field explosion test and the ALE
numerical simulation method to study the explosion of a prefabricated

fragment warhead. Hopson [6] used the CTH software to calculate the
explosion process of AerMet-shelled warhead. Prytz [7], Jian-Yu [8],
Jonathan P [9], Rusinek [10], Zhang [11], Weiping [12] et al. also
carried out similar research, obtaining data in good agreement with
testing.

After detonation, the expansion of detonating gas lead to large de-
formation and cracking of shell. In order to accurately describe the
fracture and breakage in casing materials, a lot of works have been
done. Such as Khader et al. [13] presents a methodology for stochastic
modeling of the fracture in different materials based on the theory of
fracture energy. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis has been applied to
identify the key input parameters influencing the energy conversion
factor (ECF) of materials above [14].

Timon et al. [15] described an approach for modeling discrete
cracks in meshfree methods, where the crack is modeled by splitting
particles located on opposite sides of the associated crack segments.
Rabczuk, and Belytschko, [16] presented a method by which the crack
is modeled by a local enrichment of the test and trial functions with a
sign function (a variant of the Heaviside step function), so that the
discontinuities are along the direction of the crack.

Beside, Shafiei [17], Areias [18], Oliver [19], Gravouil [20], Wu
and Nguyen[21], Y. Zhang [37–39] also proposed a variety of effective
numerical methods to describe the fracture and breakage in materials.
The long-range fragmentation field usually extends from the end of the
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intensive kill radius to the fragment landing distance. Ballistic flight in
this area is mainly subject to air resistance and gravity. Research on this
zone usually involves safety, such as warhead production, storage and
transport, destruction safety, and fuze safety distance, etc.

Because of the large number of fragments, long flight distance, the
computational efficiency of solid-fluid coupling in grid-based calcula-
tion is not satisfactory. Research on this zone mainly uses iterative
calculations to describe the motion trajectory of fragments. The shot-
line technique developed by the Dutch TNO-Prins Maurits Laboratory
(TNO-PML) [22], as an example, given initial conditions including the
mass, density, and air resistance for a single fragment in flight, itera-
tively calculates the magnitude and direction of the resultant force
upon it from gravity and air resistance.

Similarly, Moore et al. [23] . used static short-range explosion test
data as initial conditions in shot-line calculations to find the dynamic
safe fragmentation distance of a guided missile. Chrostowski, [24],
developed a iterative calculation software named as HAZX for assessing
explosive hazards when the Quantity-Distance (Q-D) safe separation
requirements are violated. Gan [25] put forward a new method based
on HAZX and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation to perform detailed, site-
specific debris hazard analysis. Jiang et al. [26] assigned initial para-
meters to the fragments using theories related to warhead fragmenta-
tion (the Gunny formula and Mott distribution, etc.), then simulated the
trajectories of each fragment through shot lines method to obtain the
full fragmentation field distribution.

The finite element and iterative calculation method have superiority
and the insufficiency respectively in describing full fragment field. The
former can accurately describe the processes of warhead casing disin-
tegration and fragment dispersion driven by the detonation products,
but due to the difficulty of cross-scale calculation, this method is not
highly applicable to long-range calculations. Iterative calculation has
been developed over many years and can accurately describe the long-
range fragment field, but the fragments’ initial motion conditions (ve-
locity, direction, and rotation) still require external input. Current
studies mainly use theoretical formulas or static explosion test disper-
sion data as inputs. The former is imprecise, while the latter is time-
consuming and costly, restricting the accuracy and applicability of
iterative calculation.

Based on the Continuum-Discontinuum Element Method (CDEM)
[27], this study combines the finite element method with particulate
discrete element (iterative) modeling. The results of the former are
transfered to the latter as initial conditions, describing the full process
from casing disintegration to fragment dispersal and landing, quickly
and accurately calculating the full warhead fragment field in the space
and time domains.

2. Algorithm description

By combining finite and discrete elements, CDEM not only simulates
the materials’ elastoplastic deformation and contact impacts, but also
their progressive failure process from continuous to discontinuous.
CDEM has a wide range of applications in geology, rock-soil mechanics,
blasting, and penetration [28].

In order to efficiently simulate the dispersion field of prefabricated
fragments, this paper improves upon traditional CDEM by coupling fi-
nite and particulate discrete elements. The explosive and metal shell are
described using Langrarian finite elements; the prefabricated fragments
are described as individual particles arranged spatially, and the space
where they are located is equivalent to a layer of a continuous medium,
described as a finite element, as shown in Fig. 1.

At the start of the calculation, the explosive element and shell ele-
ment are activated. Finite element calculation is performed on the
equivalent prefabricated fragment elements. The explosion is ignited at
a given position in the explosive, and the blasting gas drives the shell
and equivalent prefabricated fragment layer expanding outside.
Meanwhile, an equivalent detonation product escape algorithm is

introduced to obtain accurate gas pressure. After the velocity of the
prefabricated fragment equivalent layer reaches constant stage, finite
element calculation is stopped, and all finite elements are inactivated.
At the same time, discrete element calculation is activated, and the
initial velocity of the discrete elements is inherited from the corre-
sponding finite element. After that, the flying process with drag force of
the prefabricated fragment is simulated, and the dispersal field and
target shooting is analyzed.

2.1. Finite element solution

2.1.1. Basic principles
For a general dynamics of elasto-plasticity, the basic equations and

boundary conditions are shown in Eqs. (1) and (2).
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where ɛij, σij are strain and stress tensor, fi is the volume force vector, ρ
is density, ai and ui are acceleration and displacement vector, c1, c2 are
material parameters, nj is the outward unit vector at boundary face Sσ,
Ti and ūi denote face force and displacement condition at boundary.

A real time updating FEM is adopted, and the incremental method is
used to calculate the stress and node deformation force of the finite
elements at Gauss point i:
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where Bi, Δεi, wi, and Ji are respectively the strain matrix, incremental

Fig. 1. Warhead discretization.

Fig. 2. Explosive gas escape algorithm.
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strain tensor, incremental stress tensor, integral coefficient, and
Jacobian determinant at Gauss point i; Δɛi ɛi and σi are the incremental
strain tensor, strain tensor and stress tensor at Gauss point i; Δue, and Fe
are nodal displacement vector, and nodal deformation force vector; and
N is the number of Gauss points.

After calculating the deformation force of the node, we calculate its
resultant force:

= + + +F F F F FE e c d (4)

where F is the nodal resultant force, FE is its external force, Fe is its force
contributed by deformation of the finite element, Fc is its force con-
tributed through the contact interface, and Fd is the nodal damping
force.

The node's motion is calculated using Euler's forward interpolation
method:

= =

= =
=

=
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T
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where a is the nodal acceleration vector, v is its velocity vector, Δu is its
incremental displacement vector, u is its displacement vector, m is its
mass, and Δt is the time step. An explicit solution process can be rea-
lized based on alternate computation of Eqs. (4) and (5).

When simulating large deformation problems, the distortion of
element will happen. To solve the problem, incremental method should
be adopted and strain matrix [B] should be used to calculate de-
formation force (Eq. (3)). Besides, strain matrix [B] should be renewed
at each time step.

This method is verified by large rotation calculation examples in our
former research [29].

2.1.2. Explosive model
This study uses the Landau firing model to describe the adiabatic

constant detonation and gas detonation processes. The model uses the
Landau-Stan Newkovic formula (rate equation) Eq. (6)) to calculate the
gas expansion pressure, where γ1 and γ2 indicate the adiabatic indices
in the first and second stages respectively (for general condensed ex-
plosives, = 31 and = 4/32 ); P (Pa) and V (m3) respectively indicate
the instantaneous pressure and volume of the high-pressure explosion
frontier; P0 and V0 respectively indicate the pressure of the frontier in
the initial period and the volume of the explosives; and Pk and Vk re-
spectively indicate the pressure and volume at the high-pressure

Fig 3. Diagram of fragment layer.
Where V is volume, X is value of material parameter(Young's modulus, tensile strength, density, et al.). Subscript F, R and EF identify the fragment, resin and
equivalent fragment layer.

Table 1
Determination of equivalent layer parameters.

Parameter Determination of value

Young's modulus = + + +X V X V V V X V V( · )/( ) ( · )/( )EF F F F R R R F R
Tensile strength =X Min X X( , )EF F R
Density = + + +X V X V V V X V V( · )/( ) ( · )/( )EF F F F R R R F R
Poisson ratio = + + +X V X V V V X V V( · )/( ) ( · )/( )EF F F F R R R F R

Fig. 4. Semi-spring and semi-edge diagram [29].
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frontier at the boundary of the two-stage adiabatic process. Pk and Pk
are given by Eqs. (5) and ((6) respectively, where Qw is explosion heat
(J/kg), ρw is charge density (kg/m3), and D is detonation velocity (m/s).
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In addition, when the pressure produced by the explosion exceeds
the Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) pressure (PCJ), it is set to the CJ pressure:

> =if P P P PCJ CJ (9)

In the calculations, V0 is the initial volume of the explosive element
and V is the current volume. Therefore, large deformation is required to
update the element coordinates in real time and thereby calculate ele-
ment volume.

The Landau model requires a detonation position and time, de-
termining whether to calculate explosion pressure for a particular ex-
plosive element based on detonating speed D. Setting the firing time of
an explosive (including some elements) as t0, the coordinates of the
firing point as (x0, y0, z0), the distance from the center of a given ex-
plosive element to the firing point as d, then the firing time of that
element is = +t d D t/1 0. Only when the firing time t> t1 is the ex-
plosive pressure calculated for that element, according to Formula (10),
in which Pr is the real explosive pressure, and f(P) is the detonation

Fig. 5. Two types of contact pairings [29].

Fig. 6. Diagram of fragment velocity transformation.
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Fig. 8. Diagram of penetrable annular vertical target.
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product equation of state (obtained from Formula (4)). ξ is the energy
release rate, obtained from Formula (11), in which Ve is the initial
volume of the element and Ae max is its maximum volume.

=P f P( )r (10)
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>if t t

if t t

min( , 1)

0

t t DA
V

2( )
3 1

1

e
e

1 max
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When coupling with metal shell, the explosive element and shell
element should be own common nodes, through which the explosive
pressure generated by the explosive element automatically acts on the
surrounding shell element.

In order to blasting pressure reduction caused by gas leakage due to
fragmentation of shell, a detonation gas escape algorithm is further
introduced.

As, shown in Fig 2, the explosive is divided into N segments along
the axial direction, each of whose length is greater than or equal to the
maximum element length. The radial displacement of each segment's
outermost explosive node is calculated, and the current average radius
ri is calculated as follows:

= +
=

r r
M

u1
i

k

M

k0
1 (12)

where M is the total number of outermost unit nodes in the ith segment,
uk is the outermost vertical displacement of the kth node, and r0 is the
initial radius of the explosive charge.

Next, the current radius of the explosive elements in each segment is
used to calculate the pressure drop caused by loss of explosive gas in all
elements of that segment, as follows:

= ×P P r r( / )n r cr i (13)

where rrc is the critical radius, Pn is the new pressure in a given ex-
plosive element, and α and β are the pressure correction coefficient and
index.

2.1.3. Casing and equivalent layer model
The metal shell and equivalent layer are described using a strain

softening Tresca elasto-plasticity model with tensile cutoff. The strength
criteria is shown in Formula (14), where σ1, σ2 and σ3 are minimal,
medium and maximal principal stress, τc is shear strength, σt is tensile
strength.

0.5( ) c

t

1 3
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Fig 9. (a) Warhead diagram (b) CDEM finite element model.
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Meanwhile, the shear and tensile strength are reduced based on
current equivalent plastic shear and volumetric strain, as follows:

+ = × +
+ = × +

t t
t t

( ) /
( ) /

c c p c

t t p t

0 lim 0

0 lim 0 (15)

where τc(t+Δt) and σt (t+Δt) are the shear and tensile strength values
in the next period, Δt is the time step, τc0 and σt0 are the initial shear
and tensile strength values, γp and εp are the current equivalent plastic
shear and volume strain, and γlim and εlim are shear fracture and tensile
fracture strain.

The formula for calculating equivalent plastic volume strain is as
follows:
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Plastic shear strain is calculated as follows:
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The value of input parameter of fragment equivalent layer is of great

importance to numerical simulation. In actual performed fragment
warhead, as shown in Fig 3, fragments are poured in resin around inner
casing. Therefore, a single metal-resin casting could be considered as
the minimum structure of fragment layer.

The fragment and resin in the structure expand together during
practical detonation process, and the fracture and destruction will
firstly occur in resin part obviously. Thus the determination of several
equivalent layer parameters(XEF) in CDEM is summarized in Table 1.

2.1.4. Finite element contact algorithms
To detect contacts between polyhedrons efficiently and compute

contact forces precisely, a combined semi-spring&semi-edge contact
model was proposed by our former study [29]. Here this combined
contact model is used to calculate collisions between shell elements,
shell elements and equivalent layer elements, and between explosive
elements with a hole inside.

The semi-spring is formed by shrinking the vertices of each element
into edges (two-dimensional) or surfaces (three dimensional); semi-
edges only act in three dimensions, and are formed through connections
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Fig 10. Fragments` energy for different discretizations.

Fig 11. Fragment acceleration over time at the warhead body center.
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between adjacent semi-springs in each surface (Fig. 4). The two-di-
mensional triangle in Fig. 4 includes six semi-springs, and the three-
dimensional tetrahedron contains 12 semi-springs and 12 semi-edges.
When creating semi-springs, the shrinking distance is frequently
1%−5% (usually 5%) from the vertex to the center of each edge or
surface. The semi-spring and semi-edge only form complete contact
pairs after finding their corresponding target surface or edge, hence the
term “semi” (Fig. 5).

Since the semi-springs are located in each edge (two-dimensional),
and the semi-edges are located in each surface (three dimensional),
they each have their own characteristic area (unit thickness in two
dimensions).

After the contact pairing is established, normal and tangential
penalty springs are established on each pairing, and the elastic contact
force is calculated from Formula 18, in which Fn and Fs are the normal

and tangential contact forces, Kn and Ks are the normal and tangential
contact stiffness, and Δdn and Δds are the normal and tangential relative
displacement increments.

+ = ×
+ = ×

F t t F t K d
F t t F t K d

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

n n n n

s n s s (18)

Formula 19 is used to correct the normal and tangential contact
forces (tension is negative).

= =
× = ×

If F F F
If F F F F

(1) 0 0
(2) tan( ) tan( )

n n s

s n s n (19)

2.2. Particulate discrete element calculations

2.2.1. Fragment velocity input
With the driven of the explosive pressure, the velocity of equivalent

fragment firstly accelerated sharply and then reaches a constant stage
gradually. Once the velocity reaches the constant stage, the velocities of
its finite elements are mapped to the fragments (particles). If the par-
ticle's center of a given fragment is located within a given finite ele-
ment, the following mapping formula can be used:

Fig 12. Distribution of fragment velocity over the warhead body.

Table 3
Classification of sensitivity.

Index value Classification

1 0.00≤I≤0.05 Insensitive
2 0.05≤I≤0.20 Commonly sensitive
3 0.20≤I≤1.00 Sensitive
4 I≥ 1.00 Very sensitive

Table 4
Input parameters and simulation results.

Input Output: KE of fragment Sensitivity index
Parameter Initial value Variance ratio Middle of warhead End of warhead Middle of warhead End of warhead

Density of fragment layer (kg/m3) 5000 ↑10% 314.08J 206.18 0.153(0.19) 0.151
↓10% 304.96J 200.27 0.142(0.2) 0.14

Tensile strength of fragment layer (Mpa) 100 ↑10% 309.43 203.23 0.0026 0.0058
↓10% 309.26 202.99 0.0029 0.0059

Young's modulus of fragment layer (Mpa) 1.05e5 ↑10% 309.44 203.17 0.0029 0.0031
↓10% 309.27 203.05 0.003 0.0034

Poisson ratio of fragment layer 0.32 ↑10% 309.4 203.14 0.0015 0.0014
↓10% 309.31 203.09 0.0011 0.0011

Density of explosive (kg/m3) 1630 ↑10% 345.1 227.68 1.16(0.81) 1.21
↓10% 257.8 170.68 1.20(0.92) 1.19

Detonation velocity of explosive (m/s) 6930 ↑10% 337.9 219.1 0.92(2.1) 0.79
↓10% 281.2 187.9 0.91(2.1) 0.75

The theoretical results from Gurrny formula are enclosed in brackets.
Original value of fragments` energy in middle and end of the warhead body is 309.35 J and 203.11 J respectively.
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wv vi
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k
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k k
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1 (20)

where v i
dem is the velocity vector of a fragment, vk

fem is the velocity
vector of the kth node of a finite element, wk is the weight coefficient of
the kth node, and n is the number of nodes.

In Fig. 6, the velocity of fragment i comes from that of finite element
j.

2.2.2. Fragment flight model with air resistance
A particle flying model controlled by gravity force and drag force is

suggested. Similar to interaction approach of FEM in Eq. (5), the for-
ward-difference approximation is adopted to calculate flying process.

=
= +
= +

t t m
t t t t t
t t t t t

a F
v v a
u u v

( ) ( )/
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

p

(21)

where, a(t), v(t), u(t), F(t) are current acceleration vector, velocity
vector, displacement vector and force vector, t tv( ) and t tu( )
are velocity vector and displacement vector at last step, mp is mass of
fragment.

After velocity mapping, all fragments are assigned an initial velo-
city. The fragments decelerate in the air under the combined action of
gravity and drag. The dynamics calculations in Formula 22, based on
Newton's laws, to calculate the velocity and displacement of the frag-
ments over time.

The resultant force on the fragments during flight is:

= +F G Fc (22)

where F is the resultant force vector, G is gravity force vector, and Fc is
the drag force vector on the fragments during flight.

The drag Fc is calculated as follows:

= AF v v1
2c (23)

where ρ is air density (unit: kg/m3), A is the fragments’ equivalent
windward cross-section area (unit: m2), and ξ is the coefficient of drag.
In order to more accurately reflect the impact of drag on fragment
flying velocity and trajectory, a velocity-dependent drag coefficient is
used to solve for the drag Fc (unit: N). Based on previous research

findings [30–32], for specific shape fragment, a correspondence rela-
tion exists between coefficient of drag and Mach number, as shown in
Fig 7.

These curves in Fig. 7 are embedded in the calculation program, and
the coefficient of drag force is calculated using the resultant fragment
speed at a given moment, finally the drag force is obtained.

2.3. Fragment field statistics

In order to accurately calculate the long-range fragmentation effect,
a penetrable, annular vertical virtual target plate of a certain height is
proposed, centered on the warhead (Fig. 8).

If a fragment passes through a given target plate, the plate accu-
mulates one more hit, and the velocity vector and position when it hits
is recorded. A fragment's hit on the ith target plate is confirmed when it
simultaneously meets both inequalities of Formula 24:

<R r t tol
z z t z

( )
( )

i

l u (24)

where Ri is the radius of the ith plate, zl and zu are the height of its lower
and upper boundaries, r(t) is the distance of a given fragment to the
missile body at time t, z(t) is the height of a given fragment at time t,
and tol is the tolerance.

The numerical density of effective fragments hitting a given target
ρd can be calculated using Formula 25:

= N
R Hd

e

i i (25)

where Ne is the number of effective fragments, Hi is the height of the ith

target, and θ is the scattering angle (radians).

3. CDEM algorithm verification

In this section, two tests are used to verify the accuracy of the CDEM
calculations of the warhead fragment field over the full space-time
domain for both close and long distances.

3.1. Close-range verification

AutoDyn is a widely used commercial program in the field of

Fig 13. (a) Ballistic gun (b) Sabot.

Table 5
Test fragment parameters.

No. Material Dimensions (mm) Windward area (m2) Mass (g) Initial velocity (m/s)

1 93 Tungsten alloy 8× 8×7 cuboid 9.16e-5 7.9 1290–2000
2 93 Tungsten alloy φ8 sphere 5.024e-5 4.7 1340–1710
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warhead computing. Jiping et al. [33] used it to calculate the close-
range fragmentation of a warhead and compare the calculations with
experimental data. In order to verify the validity of the CDEM, trial
calculations are conducted on the same warhead.

3.1.1. Modeling
The warhead is cylindrical, length 100mm, outer diameter 56mm.

The detonation takes place at the center, as shown in Fig. 9. Some of the
modeling parameters are as shown in Table 2:

3.1.2. Grid independence analysis of CDEM
In order to demonstrate the independence between computational

results and discretizations, calculations with different size of the de-
scription grids(20mm, 15mm, 10mm, 7mm, 5mm,2mm) are con-
ducted respectively. Observation points are set on the middle and the
end of the equivalent layer to collect kinetic energy of corresponding
fragments.

As shown in Fig 10, the energy of fragments on the end and middle

of warhead body both negatively affected by the size of grids. The
calculation results remain generally stable when the grid size is less
than 10mm. Thus, grids of 5mm width(83.2e3 grids in total) are ap-
plied in practical simulation, in consider of the calculation cost.

3.1.3. Result of calculation
The fragment acceleration curve at the center of warhead body and

the distribution of initial fragment velocity over the warhead body are
taken as examples for comparison.

It could be obtained from Figs. 11 and 12 that the CDEM fragment
acceleration results over time from the center of the warhead body are
close to those from traditional commercial finite element software; the
CDEM and AUTODYN results for initial fragment velocity distribution
fit well with experimental values. Notably, while the accuracy of both
methods is comparable, because the former uses the equivalent frag-
ment layer-detonation product escape algorithm rather than the fluid-
solid coupling algorithm, its calculation time is much shorter, verifying
the accuracy and efficiency of the finite element calculations in CDEM.

Fig 14. The velocity-distance relation of cubical fragments. (a)Fragments’ initial velocity: 2000m/s and 1800m/s; (b) Fragments’ initial velocity: 1640m/s, 1550m/
s and 1290m/s.
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Fig 15. The velocity-distance relation of spherical fragments. (a)Fragments's initial velocity: 1710m/s and 1610m/s; (b) Fragments's initial velocity: 1440m/s and
1340m/s.

Fig. 16. Finite and particulate discrete elements modeling of warhead.
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3.1.4. Sensitivity analysis of input parameters
Finding the influential and non-influential parameters is of great

significance to reducing complexity order of numerical problems, by
which results in maintaining low computational costs. Therefore pre-
vious researchers, such as Morris [34], Khader et al. [14], have done a
lot of sensitivity analysis(SA) studies on materials.

Variance-based methods is used in this paper. The variance based
methods use a variance ratio to estimate the importance of input factors
and primarily depend on the variance of the output response [14],
which could be described using the Eq. (26):

= Y F F YI ( / )( / )i i (26)

where I is sensitivity index, by which the importance of input para-
meters could be classified, as is shown in Table 3. Y is output result, Fi is
input parameters. ΔY and ΔFi are the variance of Y and Fi respectively.

For the sensitivity analysis of warhead calculation, the output of
interest is the kinetic energy of fragments. The input parameters and
calculation results are summarized in Table 4.

The density and detonation velocity of explosive charges are of the
most great importance to the fragments` energy. The former one in-
fluences loading factor of warhead, and the later one affects explosive
energy per unit mass, by which the total energy of warhead as well as
the kinetic energy of fragments are changed.

The energy of fragments is commonly sensitive to the density of
fragment`s layer. Heavier fragments layer expands more slowly, thus
the processes of casing cracking and gas leakage is postponed. It means
that more energy will be transferred to fragments when the total ex-
plosive energy is invariant.

The tensile strength, Young modulus and poisson ratio of fragment`s
layer have slightly influence on casing cracking and gas leakage, as well
as the fragments` energy.

Gurrny formula (Eq. (27)) is widely used in calculating the fragment
velocity of warhead theoretically [1].

=
+

v D( /2)
2 (27)

where v is the maximum velocity of fragments, D is the detonation
velocity of charges. β is the loading factor of warhead, defined as
quality ratio of explosive to casing. The initial value of β is 0.433 for
this warhead.

Although, Gurrny formula has neglected some factors(such as the
energy loss from shell deformation and gas leakage), the theoretical
results of input parameter sensitivity classification fit well with com-
putational results from CDEM.

The results of input parameter sensitivity classification from CDEM
fit well with theoretical results from Gurrny formula. Some factors(such
as the energy loss from shell deformation and gas leakage) has been
neglected in Gurrny formula, result in deviation of numerical value of I
from simulation.

3.2. Experimental verification of fragment distance simulation

Due to the large number of fragments in the warhead, their long
flight distance, and complex trajectory, it is difficult to directly test the
long-range warhead fragmentation field by experiment. The previous
section has verified the accuracy of CDEM in calculating the short-range
fragmentation field. The long range fragmentation field can be verified
by verifying the simulation result of single fragment trajectory.
Therefore, the research group loaded single fragment with high-speed
ballistic gun system (Fig 13) and used millimeter-wave radar to track
the velocity attenuation process continuously over long-distance flight
for comparison with corresponding simulation results.

As shown in Table 5, two types of typical fragments are selected for

Table 6
Warhead modeling material parameters.

Location Material Density (kg/m3) Tensile strength (Mpa) Shear strength (Mpa) Young's modulus (Mpa) Poisson ratio

End caps and inner casing Aluminum alloy 2700 410 410 0.71e5 0.3
Fragment equivalent layer – 7955 100 100 1.75e5 0.3
Fragments Aluminum alloy 15,200 – – – –

Fig. 17. Finite element calculations.

Fig 18. Fragment field.
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Fig 19. Variation of kinetic energy (a) and drag load (b) of fragments during flight.

Fig 20. Static warhead explosion test layout.
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testing to obtain the relationship between fragment velocity and flight
distance.

The comparison with simulation results is shown in Figs. 14 and 15:
The figures show that the maximum error between the simulation

and experimental values is 2.4% (spherical fragments with initial ve-
locity of 1440m/s at 13m), and the average error is less than 1%,
showing that CDEM accurately predicts long-distance fragment fields.

4. Calculation and experimental verification of full fragment field
over time and space

Warhead modeling:
Consistent with Wang [35] , a typical focused warhead is selected

for modeling, length 300mm, outer diameter 230mm, and concave in
the middle of the body to focus the explosive energy. 2521 spherical

Fig. 21. photograph of target plate after experiment.
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tungsten alloy fragments weighing 4 g are set inside. The charge is
HMX-based high-energy explosive, and the warhead is detonated from
the center of the bottom end cap, as shown in Fig. 16.

For the finite element calculations, a Landau model is used for the
explosives, with density 1780 kg/m3, detonation speed 8070m/s, and
detonation pressure 32.6e9Pa; an elasto-plastic model with strain
softening is used for the aluminum inner casing, end covers, and frag-
ment equivalent layer; and the tungsten fragments use a linear elastic
model. The explosive, inner casing, end caps, and equivalent fragment
layer are all described using Lagrangian grids of 10mm width, 93,200
total number. The material parameters are as shown in Table 6:

For the particulate discrete element modeling, a dynamic air re-
sistance coefficient which varies with velocity is used, and 1.069 g/L is
used for the air density (1000m above sea level).

For target detection, the warhead is placed 1m above the ground,
and a 4m tall annular virtual target plate is placed 10m from the de-
tonation center (the same size as the target plate in experiment).

Acceleration of casing pieces and fragments is calculated using finite
elements, as shown in Fig. 17. After detonation, the warhead forms a
clear focal zone in the center, with significantly higher fragment speed,
consistent with the design of the warhead. Due to the bottom detona-
tion, the highest initial velocity appears in the upper center of warhead
body. With the escape of the detonation product, fragment acceleration
decreases. After 150us, the fragment speed essentially reaches constant
stage, at which point the maximum fragment velocity is 2286m/s.

Long-range calculations then commence. The finite elements are
deactivated and the discrete element module is activated to calculate
the fragment flight. Due to the focusing effect, a large number of
fragments in the focused beam have similar initial velocity and ejection
elevation angle, so the fragmentation field extends outward over time
in a ring configuration, as shown in Fig. 18.

The fragment field trajectory cloud chart shows that the fragment

velocity decreases slowly, and the trajectory of each fragment remains
relatively straight. The fragments are made of high-density tungsten
alloy, each weighing 4 g, giving them good speed retention and high
ballistic coefficients.

As shown in Fig. 17, the fragments` initial velocity distribution
ranges from 1700m/s to 2300m/s approximately(150us). Several
fragments with velocity in that interval are selected to obtain the re-
duction of energy and drag load during flight.

As shown in Fig 19, the kinetic energy and drag load of fragment are
both negative exponentially attenuating with flight distance. Moreover,
the attenuation rate is positively correlated with initial velocity of
fragment. During long distances fight, the drag force of fragments will
be balanced with gravity, and the velocity of fragments will be stable,
which lead to the kinetic energy and load of fragments with different
initial velocities tending to constant value eventually.

Static explosion tests of the same warhead were carried out, using
velocity measurement targets and witness boards to collect the velocity
and number density distributions of the fragment field. Static warhead
explosion test layout is shown in Fig 20.

Fig 21 shows the photograph of target plate after experiment.
Comparing the simulated fragment data on the vertical annular target
board at 10m with the test results, both are clearly focused in the width
direction, the center height and the width of the focus zone from si-
mulation coincide well with experiment. For the length, the fragments
on the target plate also show a pattern of alternating density and
sparsity, which is due to the limited number of radial prefabricated
fragments in the warhead body, causing the horizontal flight angle of
fragments to become discretized. The figure shows that the dense and
sparse area of fragments on the target plate from simulation coincides
with the experimental value, as shown in Fig. 22.

The above simulation results are processed into histogram with bins
of 350mm, same as the experiment, to obtain the focus effect of

Table 7
Comparison of simulation and test results.

Item Experimental value Simulated value Deviation

Total fragment count in target plate 70 68 2.94%
Maximum fragment speed in target board (m/s) 2253 2259 0.31%
Selected focus band width (mm) 350 350 –
Density of fragments in the focus band 65.8 71.5 7.8%
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warhead fragments as shown in Fig. 23:
The Table 7 compares the simulation results with the experimental

values:
The fragmentation field data 10m from the explosion center, using

the CDEM described above, show good fit with the experiment, with no
deviations over 10%.

Using a 2m permeable target board to collect long-range fragment
statistics, the fragmentation safety distance is calculated using the
methodology from DODs [36]:

After the warhead detonation, the fan-shaped azimuth range in
which 90% of the fragments are concentrated is taken as the direction
of danger.

Within the direction of danger, as the distance increases, when the
fragments with kinetic energy greater than 78 J reach the density of
56 m2/fragment, the distance is considered to be safety distance.

The Fig. 24 shows the relationship between effective fragmentation
and distance. Its intersection with the threshold line (56m2/fragment) is
the safety distance for the vertically placed warhead: 63.79m.

4 Conclusions

On the basis of the traditional continuous-discontinuous numerical
simulation method, prefabricated fragment equivalent layer, detona-
tion product escape, fragment air resistance coefficient association with
Mach number, and penetrable vertical target board fragment collection
algorithms are proposed, forming an analysis model which can fully
simulate the fragment field in the full space-time domain, resolving the
problems of large deformation and cross-scale calculation in warhead
research. Comparison with experimental data verify the feasibility and
reliability of this numerical analysis method.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the simulation results:

(1) CDEM is applicable for completely describing the whole process
from breakage of the warhead casing to dispersion and landing of
the fragments. No similar method has been found in current lit-
erature.

(2) The full-scale fragment field calculated by this method has high
precision, and deviates less than 10% from experimental values.

(3) The fragment equivalent layer-detonation product leakage algo-
rithm improves computing efficiency reducing the calculation time
by more than 50% compared with commercial software, greatly
saving resources.

(4) Combined with the penetrable target board system, the CDEM
provides foundations to study fragmentation safety distance with
different states and types of warhead in subsequent research.

In further research, the long-range testing (hundreds of meters) on
actual warheads to directly verify the CDEM calculation results will be
conducted. At the same time, based on this method, research on safety
distance with different warhead configurations (focused, scattering,
etc.), fragment types (tungsten alloy, steel, etc.), and initial warhead
positions and movement status will be carried out.
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